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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Interior Fraser coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) have been recommended for endangered 

classification under the Species at Risk Act.  In the North Thompson River watershed there are numerous 

non-natural barriers to fish passage which are limiting access to valuable habitat for regionally, 

provincially, and federally significant fish populations.  In particular, the productivity of endangered 

Thompson coho stocks, which tend to spawn and rear in headwater reaches, is being compromised by 

many of these barriers.  In response to this endangered recommendation, and the threat to coho from 

habitat disruption and degradation, the Secwepemc Fisheries Commission undertook an “Assessment of 

Non-Natural Coho Barriers in the North Thompson Watershed” in 2003, funded by Tolko Industries Ltd., 

Louis Creek Division, through the Forest Investment Account. 

Through the assessment done in 2003, priority barriers were recommended for removal.  Two collapsing 

wood culverts in Fennell Creek watershed were approved for removal in 2004.  This report details the 

removal and restoration of these two fish barriers in the Fennell Creek watershed. 

Fennell Creek (watershed code 129-190100-69200) is a tributary to the Barriere and North Thompson 

Rivers, located northeast of Kamloops, BC.  Fennell Creek supports both anadromous and resident fish 

populations, including coho & sockeye salmon, Kokanee salmon, bull trout and rainbow trout 

The culverts were removed during the approved fisheries window in Fennell Creek, with in-stream works 

occurring from August 10th to 14th, 2004. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Interior Fraser coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) have been recommended for endangered 

classification under the Species at Risk Act (SARA).  In response to this recommendation, and the threat 

to coho from habitat disruption and degradation, the Secwepemc Fisheries Commission (SFC) undertook 

an assessment of non-natural coho barriers in the North Thompson watershed.1 

 

Interior Fraser Coho Male 

The assessment identified five high and two medium priority barriers that required removal in order to 

provide unrestricted fish passage.  In the Fennell Creek watershed one high and one medium priority 

culvert were identified.  These culverts not only blocked fish passage, but they also represented a 

substantial sediment source risk to Fennell Creek.  The log box culverts were built in the mid-1960’s and 

were failing due to log rot.  The quantity of sediment on the culverts posed a substantial risk for sediment 

introduction, and the recommendation for removal of the culverts was supported by Tolko Industries Ltd., 

Fisheries & Oceans Canada (DFO), and the Ministry of Forests (MOF). 

                                                      

1 Clough, S., 2003.  Assessment on Non-Natural Coho Barriers in the North Thompson Watershed.  Forest Investment Account 

Project No. 4205014.  15 pp. + appendices. 
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In August 2004, the SFC and North Thompson Band removed these culverts and stream bank restoration 

was completed, eliminating the risk of sediment introduction posed by the culverts and improving fish 

habitat at these sites. 

 

Site 5 View Downstream Pre-Restoration 

 

Site 5 View Downstream Post-Restoration 
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RATIONALE 

In the North Thompson River watershed there are numerous non-natural barriers to fish passages which 

are limiting access to valuable habitat for regionally, provincially, and federally significant fish populations.  

In particular, the productivity of Thompson coho stocks, which tend to spawn and rear in small tributary 

streams, is being compromised by many of these barriers.  Through the identification of barriers that 

reduce spawning and rearing habitat, and the restoration of historical habitat available to coho, we will 

have aided in conserving and rebuilding naturally diverse salmon stocks in the interior. 

The Secwepemc or Shuswap Peoples have a vested interest in seeing the Thompson Coho populations 

reach historical abundance levels.  First Nations have the highest priority for harvest of these salmon, and 

have instituted a “no harvest” policy on Thompson Coho.  The SFC is affiliated with the North Thompson 

Band who claims this area as their traditional territory.  First Nations expect direct participation in coho 

recovery efforts, and projects like this facilitate that participation. 

Fennell Creek supports both anadromous and resident fish populations, including coho, sockeye, 

Kokanee, bull trout and rainbow trout. 

 

Bull Trout 

LOCATION 

Fennell Creek (watershed code 129-190100-69200) is a tributary to the Barriere and North Thompson 

Rivers, located approximately 105 km northeast of Kamloops, BC (Appendix 1).  The collapsing culverts 

were identified as Site 5 and Site 6 in the assessment report.  Site 5 is located at 40.9 km (N 51  26’ 40.4” 
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W 119  38’ 46.0”) on the North Barriere Lake Forest Service Road (FSR), and Site 6 is located at 43.9 km 

(N 51  27’ 53.3” W 119  38” 23.7”)on the same FSR. 

 

                       Fennell Creek Culvert Removal Locations 

METHODOLOGY 

The FIA Activity Standards Document, Restoration & Rehabilitation Component, Aquatic Activity Area – 

Instream Structures & Treatments Activity was the reference document used in delivery of this project. 

RESTORATION DESIGN PRESCRIPTION 

The works meet the criteria of a Type 1 Restoration Treatment.  The restoration design meets the 

requirements of Sections 5.5, 5.6 & 5.10 of the FIA Activity Standards Document, Restoration & 

Rehabilitation Component, Aquatic Activity Area, Version 1.2, June 26, 2003. 
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The restoration design for a Type 1 restoration treatment was completed by Patricia Carlson, a registered 

professional engineer employed by Fisheries & Oceans Canada’s Oceans, Habitat & Enhancement 

Branch, BC Interior – South, Resource Restoration Unit, Kamloops, BC.  The culvert removals and 

subsequent bank and channel restoration did not exceed a distance of 5 bankfull widths, limiting the 

treatment to a Type 1 classification.  Deliverables from the prescription developed by Patricia Carlson 

include: 

 project work plan 
 plan view drawing of location & site 
 plan view drawing of each structure type 
 methods & specifications for construction 
 representative cross section plots of project site location, and 
 methods for design 

RESTORATION IMPLEMENTATION 

The works meet the criteria of a Type 1 Restoration Treatment.  The culvert removal and stream 

restoration meets the requirements of Section 6.9 of the FIA Activity Standards Document, Restoration & 

Rehabilitation Component, Aquatic Activity Area, Version 1.2, June 26, 2003. 

Deliverables from the restoration works include: 

 as-built drawings of the sites 
 Restoration Works Summaries 
 Certificate of Project Completion 
 Statement of Construction Conformance 
 post-completion effectiveness evaluation schedule, and 
 Project Completion Abstract 

RESULTS 

REGULATORY APPROVALS 

Tolko Industries Ltd. approved the FIA project (SOTSA 4350-004) in June 2004, and contracted the 

culvert removal and restoration design and implementation to the SFC.  The Standards required contact 

with and approvals from a variety of government agencies: 

• Land & Water BC Inc. reviewed the Stream Work Notification and replied on July 19, 2004 that no 

Section 9 Water Act approval was required for the works. 

• The Ministry of Forests Kamloops District Manager was contacted regarding removal of trees in 

excess of 15 cm diameter, and the need for machine work within the Riparian Management Zone.  
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Approvals were granted by the MOF Operations Manager and Tenures Officer in mid-July, 

permitting the removal and use of trees for the restoration works within the riparian zone. 

• Fisheries & Oceans Canada, Clearwater Habitat Section was contacted regarding the works.  

The Habitat Technician approved of the works and provided suggestions for sediment control 

techniques during culvert removal. 

PROJECT PERSONNEL 

The Project Coordinator was Mr. Shawn Clough, Ecosystem Specialist for the SFC.  Mr. Clough worked 

cooperatively with the registered professional engineer in designing the remedial prescription, hired the 

required equipment and labour, and acted as the Environmental Monitor during the implementation 

phase. 

Miss Patricia Carlson, P. Eng., Restoration Engineer for the Southern Interior Resource Restoration Unit 

of Fisheries & Oceans Canada, was the project’s qualified registered professional engineer.  Miss 

Carlson provided the restoration design and fulfilled all of the requirements of the registered professional.  

Mr. Patrick Cochrane, Engineering Technician for DFO, provided the survey and drawings for the project. 

Mr. Steve Jules of the North Thompson Indian Band participated as Construction Supervisor during 

project implementation. 

RESTORATION PRESCRIPTION 

PROJECT WORK PLAN 

The restoration objectives for the instream rehabilitation work in Fennell Creek were to: 

• restore unobstructed fish passage by removing the two collapsed wood culverts; 

• improve the quality and quantity of refuge, rearing and holding habitat for juvenile salmonids by 
increasing the amount of functional large woody debris (LWD) cover to approximately 80 m2 of 
habitat; and 

• protect the 31 m of restored banks from erosion due to stream flow. 

Works were to be undertaken during the instream fish window for Fennell Creek, from July 15 to August 

15.  For details on the project work plan, please refer to Appendix 2. 
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SITE & STRUCTURE DRAWINGS 

The site plans were produced by Fisheries & Oceans Canada, Habitat and Enhancement Branch, 

Southern Interior Region.  Surveying and drafting were completed by Patrick Cochrane in July 2004 

(drawing number 220604.dwg).  Please see Appendix 3 for site and structure drawings. 

METHODS & SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION 

The restoration design mimics a natural debris jam along the creek banks.  The design was supplied by 

Patricia Carlson, P.Eng, Fisheries & Oceans Canada.  This design type, a post and brush revetment, has 

been used by DFO on a number of their restoration projects throughout the southern interior. The 

structure includes: 

• re-sloping bank to 2:1; 

• excavate toe trench a minimum of 0.5m below streambed and place conifer deadman and 
accessible rip rap; 

• drive live cottonwood or willow posts below water level to contain conifer trees & provide 
vegetative cover; 

• pack between bank and cottonwood posts with whole, preferably coniferous, trees (limbs and 
stumps intact); 

• wrap 5/16” grade B chain tightly around bottom deadman and whole trees, tie off to top of bank 
deadman; and 

• plant cottonwood and willow whips and grass seed disturbed areas. 

The Fennell Creek sites can be accessed via the North Barriere Lake Forest Service Road, 30 km 

northeast of Barriere, B.C.  The access trail to Site 5 is located at 40.9 km on the FSR, and the Site 6 

access trail is located at 43.9 km. 

Due to poor access for equipment, the design of the structures utilized as much on site materials as 

possible.  The deadman, whole trees and rock were collected on site, cottonwood posts were collected 

from nearby cutblocks and chain was brought in from Kamloops.  Please refer to the drawings in 

Appendix 3 for details on the structure specifications. 

METHODS FOR DESIGN 

Soft engineering restoration techniques are designed with short term, 10 to 15 year horizon, with potential 

structure failure in mind.  As such, these techniques should be implemented with the intent of vegetation 

and stream process being resumed within the system as quickly as possible. 
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Materials, such as rock, would be expensive to bring into this site, so the recommended structure limited 

the use of rock and other off site materials.  During site reconnaissance a small amount of adequately 

sized rock were found adjacent to the FSR in and around the km 40.9 and km 43.9 sites.  In addition, by 

relying on vegetative material, both habitat complexity and appropriate longevity of the structure can be 

obtained and meet the design objectives. 

The post and brush revetment technique has been used at other BC Interior systems, such as the 

Shuswap and Salmon River, where the conditions are similar to, or more severe than those expected at 

the two Fennel Creek culvert removal sites. 

 

Figure 1:  Example of post and brush revetment on the Salmon River (near Salmon Arm). 
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Figure 2:  Example of a large post and brush revetment on the Middle Shuswap River after freshet. 

Manning’s Equation was used to estimate average velocity and corresponding bank full flow in the new 

cross section that would be created upon the log culvert removal.  Should flows exceed this level the 

banks will be overtopped and flow dispersed through the forested areas and natural floodplain effects will 

attenuate the in channel flow.  The area surrounding the culverts appeared stable based on site 

inspection.  At both sites there is a downstream control structure, natural rock riffle or beaver dam that 

assists in maintaining the channel grade 

The increases in the cross-sectional area are conservative estimates, as the culverts may in fact have 

had even lower capacity than estimated from the survey work. 

Using shear stress the particle size that would be mobile in this flow was estimated.  This was then used 

to estimate the minimum rock size for toe protection.  A log deadman was used as ballast for the bundled 

trees along the bank.  The deadman log is buried into and behind the toe of the slope and protected with 

the rock. 
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Table 1:  Summary of calculations and estimates 

 Site 5 Site 6 

Estimated Old Channel Cross Sectional 

Area (m2) 

2.5 1.5 

New Channel Cross Sectional Area (m2) 20 8 

New Channel Capacity (m3/s) 37.5 11.1 

Particle Size that is stable (cm) 13 8 

The use of brush and trees provides protection for the bank by reducing velocities and creating a 

depositional area with in them.  These trapped fines encourage growth of deciduous and herbaceous 

species.  The large live cottonwood and willow stakes that are placed against the regraded slope and 

adjacent to the stream flow should grow.  This planting method is proving to be successful due to the 

ability for the plants to obtain water year round. 

CULVERT REMOVAL & RESTORATION WORKS AS-BUILT DETAILS 

CONSTRUCTED WORKS 

Both sites are accessed to the east of the North Barriere Lake FSR on historic logging roads that were 

built in the 1960’s.  These trails were heavily overgrown with alder and small conifers and required 

clearing in order to supply pick-up truck access to the sites.  This level of access was required to deliver 

materials, and more importantly, supplied emergency evacuation access in the event of a worker injury at 

the site. 

Mr. Bud Horne of Big Valley Trucking cleared the trail using a tracked crawler.  Mr. Horne was logging 

within 20 km of the site and was hired on a direct award to complete the task.  The use of Big Valley 

Trucking for this very small clearing job was more cost effective than requesting a tender and mobilizing 

equipment all the way from Barriere. 

The excavator work was tendered, with three companies submitting bids.  Barriere Backhoe Services 

operated by Gunnar Kristensen was the successful bidder and supplied a John Deere 490E excavator for 

the work. 

Materials were collected locally by Shawn Clough and Steve Jules and delivered to site using pick-up 

trucks. 
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An environmental monitor was on-site for all instream work, and great care was taken to minimize 

sediment introduction and riparian vegetation disturbance. Instream work commenced on August 10, 

2004 and was completed on August 12, 2004.  Final site survey work, photos and grass seeding was 

completed by August 13, 2004. 

A total of 31m of bank was protected and 80m2 of habitat was created by the two post and brush 

revetments.  In addition, the threat of significant sediment introduction due to the collapse of the wood 

culverts was removed.  The cost breakdown for the constructed works was: 

Labour      $8,340 

Travel      $   979 

Materials      $   599 

Equipment      $3,349 

Total      $13,267 

 

In general, construction followed the procedures and specifications provided by Miss Carlson.  The two 

post and brush revetments were constructed solely from cottonwood and conifer trees collected locally.  

The deadman exceeded design standards; cedar stringers from the wood culverts that were in the road 

approaches were very sound and were 24-30” in diameter.  Some locally collected rock was accessed for 

ballast, but the entire toe trench was not lined, rather the top and bottom of the structures were more 

heavily armoured. 

The As-Built Drawings (Appendix 4) show the dimensions of the final constructed works.  The channel 

widths designed could not be maintained as designed due to removal of buried log stringers in the road 

approaches.  The construction standards of the day resulted in cedar stringers extending from within the 

road prism across the channel.  During removal of the culverts it was impossible to remove the stringers 

and maintain the design width.  The increase in the final channel width from the design will not negatively 

impact Fennell Creek.  There is large variability in the natural channel width of Fennell Creek both above 

and below the restoration sites. 

PRELIMINARY MONITORING PLAN 

Well designed and properly implemented monitoring is a prerequisite to determining the success or failure 

of watershed restoration.  With the expenditure of funds to protect and enhance salmonid habitat in 

Fennell Creek in 2004, effectiveness monitoring must be undertaken to protect that investment.  The 

preliminary monitoring plan for Fennell Creek is considered routine monitoring and includes: 
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• based on the restoration works summary (Appendix 6) and the protocol established by Koning et 
al. (1998), implement routine monitoring of all structures after one spring freshet and then 
subsequently every five years or after a 1 in 10 year flood event; and, 

• undertake Gee trap and/or electrofishing surveys to document juvenile and adult fish utilization of 
habitat structures. 

The main objectives of this recommended monitoring are to: 

• assess whether the works are functioning as intended; 

• determine if the structures require remedial works; and, 

• evaluate the need for detailed monitoring. 

The best maintenance is dependable routine monitoring.  By definition, routine monitoring will identify 

whether more intensive monitoring is necessary (Grilse Creek Report 2001)2. 

Appendix 6 is a Routine Effectiveness Evaluation (REE) completed immediately following the restoration 

work.  This REE will form the basis for future REE evaluations. 

                                                      

2 Anon. 2001.  Fish Habitat Restoration Designs for Grilse Creek Watershed.  Prepared for Renewal Investment Corporation, typical 
document guide.  11pp.+ appendices. 
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APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX 1 - FENNELL CREEK LOCATION MAP 
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APPENDIX 2 - PROJECT WORKPLAN 

 

Fennell Creek Site 5 & 6 Project Work Plan 

 

Location:   Site 5 – 40.9 km on North Barriere FSR (200 m trail to site) 

    Site 6 – 43.9 km on North Barriere FSR (500 m trail to site) 

Restoration Objective(s): 

• restore unobstructed fish passage by removing the two collapsed wood culverts; 

• improve the quality and quantity of refuge, rearing and holding habitat for juvenile salmonids by 
increasing the amount of functional LWD cover to approximately 80m2 of habitat; and 

• protect the 31 m of restored banks from erosion due to stream flow. 

Restoration Prescription: 

Remove collapsing wood culverts and protect banks at historic road crossing sites using man-made 

debris jam structures as detailed below: 

• re-sloping bank to 2:1; 

• excavate toe trench a minimum of 0.5m below streambed and place conifer deadman and 
accessible rip rap; 

• drive cottonwood or willow posts below water level to contain conifer trees; 

• pack bank between cottonwood posts with whole trees (limbs and stumps intact); 

• wrap 5/16” grade B chain tightly around bottom deadman and whole trees, tie off to top of bank 
deadman; and 

• plant cottonwood and willow whips and grass seed disturbed areas. 

 

Equipment Requirements: 

• tracked crawler for trail clearing; and, 
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• excavator for culvert removal and restoration. 

Materials Requirements: 

• 8 conifer Deadman minimum 12” dia, 10’ long; 

• ~ 20 cottonwood posts, 6” dia; 

• ~ 200 ft 5/16” Grade B chain; 

• fencing staples; 

• 6 straw bales; and 

• grass seed. 

Activities: 

• clear trail to sites with tracked crawler, ensure pick-up truck access for material delivery and 
emergency evacuation needs; 

• using excavator install debris jam on far side of culvert “in dry”; 

• install straw bales downstream of culvert to collect debris; 

• remove fish through netting and fry traps; 

• remove culvert overburden and stockpile material; 

• divert creek around work site if required; 

• remove culvert cross members, utilize firm members for deadman; 

• install debris jam on near side; 

• ensure drainage patterns maintained while removing equipment; and, 

• install cottonwood whips and broadcast grass seed over site. 
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APPENDIX 3 - PLAN VIEW OF STRUCTURE TYPE 
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APPENDIX 4 - AS-BUILT DRAWINGS 
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APPENDIX 5 - CERTIFICATE OF PROJECT COMPLETION 
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Certificate of Project Completion (pursuant to Subsection 8.3 of the Agreement) 

Recipient:  Tolko Industries Ltd., Louis Creek Division 

Project #:  4205014 

Investment Schedule #:  4205014 

We refer to the Recipient Agreement (the “Agreement”) dated as of   ,  , between 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and Tolko Industries Ltd., Louis Creek Division.  Terms capitalized but not 

otherwise defined herein have the meaning given to them in the Agreement. 

Financial: 

I,    , in my capacity as     of     , do 

hereby certify that the following matters are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and 

belief, as of the date of this Certificate: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the matters set out in this Certificate. 
2. The costs documented in the Project Completion Summary are consistent and in accordance with 

the Agreement and the nature of the Project and are true, accurate and fair. 
3. The Work complies with the tendering rules as applicable. 

 

DATED as of     ,    

 

      

(signed) 

      

(print name and title) 

      

(professional designation) 
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Technical: 

I, Patricia Carlson, in my capacity as Engineer of Habitat & Enhancement Branch of Fisheries & Oceans 

Canada, do hereby certify that the following matters are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, 

information and belief, as of the date of this Certificate: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the matters set out in this Certificate. 

2. The Project has been completed in accordance with the objectives and standards as agreed to 

with the applicable Ministry and as set out in the Project. 

3. The Outputs and findings documented in the Project Completion Summary are true, accurate and 

fair. 

4. All data and deliverables required to be delivered to the Ministry or to other applicable 

governmental agencies pursuant to their respective rules, regulations, standards and 

specifications have been delivered to the appropriate agencies in the appropriate format. 

5. The Work is not an obligation of the Recipient according to any provision of a statue, Order-in-

Council or agreement under the Forest Act. 

DATED as of     ,    

 

      

(signed 

Patricia Carlson, Engineer, Fisheries & Oceans Canada 

(print name and title) 

Registered Professional Engineer  #     

(professional designation) 
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APPENDIX 6 - ROUTINE EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION 
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Routine Effectiveness Evaluation Guidelines

Appendix 6 Field Form for In-Stream REE

Name of Sponsor  Tolko Louis Creek Div Watershed Barriere River Survey Crew SC/MR REE Interval freshet of following yr, 5 yr int., 1 in 10 flood

Project Name Fennell Cr. Barrier Rest Sub-watershed Fennell Cr. Weather/Flow Sunny/Low Other Components riparian planting

Forest District Kamloops Date Aug. 13/04

Comments
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Fennell 0+010m 5 LWD-R bank prot 3 CO juv 3 4 4 3 4 1,2 First REE immediately following

juv hab 3 BT juv 3 4 4 3 4 construction, all in good order

RB juv 3 4 4 3 4

Fennell 0+015m 6 LWD-R bank prot 3 CO juv 3 4 4 3 4 3,4

juv hab 3 BT juv 3 4 4 3 4

RB juv 3 4 4 3 4

Form 1. Routine Effectiveness Evaluation Restoration Works Summary - In-Stream Component

Performance Objectives
Physical Biological

Overall
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APPENDIX 7 - STATEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION CONFORMANCE 
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Statement of Construction Conformance 
                                                                                    For Restoration and Rehabilitation Component: Aquatic Activity, 
                                                                                                               All work other than structures 
                                                                                    TO BE SUBMITTED AFTER COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT 

SUBMIT COMPLETED FORM TO MWLAP REGIONAL MANAGER AND FIA ADMINISTRATOR 
Recipient’s Name / Division: 
Tolko Industries – Heffley Cr. Div. 

Road Name / Watershed Name / Subbasin  
Name:  Barriere River / Fennell Creek 

Location:  North Barrier Lk. FSR 

Forest District & Forest 
Region:  Kamloops District / Southern 
Interior Region 

Crossing Name(as applicable): 
Site 5 & 6 

FIA Investment 
Schedule/Project No.: 

Project Description: 
Two culverts requiring removal and restoration were 
identified in 2003 (FIA Project No. 4205014).  This project 
designed a restoration prescription and removed the 
culverts.  Restoration works were constructed to protect 
the basnk from erosion and provide habitat for juvenile 
salmonids. 

Design Report Reference:  The design parameters are 
included within this report. 
                                                                                                         

 
 
I am a qualified registered professional ___________________ (Biologist, Geoscientist or Engineer) in good standing 
With the __________________________(Association name), as defined in the FIA Activity Standards Document,  
Standards for Aquatic Activity Area, and I have undertaken professional responsibility for all field reviews required 
with respect to this project.  I have taken steps as regulated under the Provincial Statute for my profession and as 
required by good practice, in order to sign and seal this Statement of Construction Conformance consistent with the 
requirements of the applicable FIA Activity Standards Document, and all other applicable legislation. 
  
In my professional opinion: 
- the implementation of Restoration Treatments was carried out in general conformance with the Work Plan, 

prescriptions or design plans and specifications for this project, including any other documents and 
amendments which supported the approval / acceptance of the project; 

- sufficient field reviews have been carried out at appropriate times during the construction work by me or on 
my behalf; and 

- significant revisions to the restoration design measures and supporting documents, prescriptions or design 
plans and specifications prepared for this project, including all amendments, have been documented and 
marked on a set of drawings (maps) marked “as-built” and, where necessary, described in supporting 
documents. 

As used herein, “field reviews” means field reviews of the work at the project site [and/or at the fabrication 
location(s), where applicable] considered necessary by, and at the discretion of the registered professional and in 
consultation with a registered professional biologist (if necessary and as appropriate) to confirm that the as-built 
structure is in general conformance with the prescriptions or design plans and specifications, and other supporting 
documents prepared for this project. 
 
Signature of Registered Professional 

Name of Registered Professional 
 
(Please print) 
 

DATE 
SIGNED 
YR  MM  DD 
      |      | 

Employer’s Name and Address (please print) 

 
            (please affix 
 
     professional seal here) 

Phone: Fax: Email Address: 
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APPENDIX 8 - ABSTRACT FOR RESTORATION & REHABILITATION 
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Abstract for Restoration & Rehabilitation Projects 

Removal & Restoration of Fennell Creek Barrier to Fish Passage - Kamloops 
Forest District / Southern Interior Forest Region 

Objectives of the Overall Project Location – Site 5 @ 40.9 km North Barriere Lake Forest 
Service Road 

 Site 6 @ 43.9 km North Barriere Lake FSR Two culverts blocking fish passage in Fennell Creek 
(watershed code 129-190100-69200) were identified in the 
Assessment of Non-Natural Coho Barriers in the North 
Thompson Watershed (Clough, 2004), FIA Project 
4205014.  The objectives of this project were twofold: 

This watershed is in the North Thompson River valley 
approximately 105 km northeast of Kamloops, B.C..   

Introduction 

• develop a culvert removal and fish habitat 
restoration design; and, Interior Fraser Coho Salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) have 

been proposed for endangered classification under the 
Species at Risk Act.  Habitat disruption threatens coho by 
limiting access to critical spawning and rearing areas.  This 
system is an important coho production stream to the 
North Thompson coho unit, and is locally important to 
resident rainbow and bull trout populations.  The culverts 
were not only blocking fish passage, but posed a threat to 
downstream habitat.  The failing wood culverts, 
constructed in the 1960’s, had significant volumes of fine 
sediments that would have been introduced to the stream in 
the event of a catastrophic failure.  This project removed 
the culvert blockages and the threat posed by the sediment 
and enhanced juvenile salmonid habitat. 

• remove culverts and restore unobstructed fish 
passage while enhancing juvenile salmonid 
habitat in Fennell Creek. 

FIA Investment Schedule Number, Project Number, 
and Fiscal Year 

FIA Investment Schedule #: 4350-004 

Project Number:   4350-004 

Fiscal Year:   2004/2005 

Recipient Name and Division/ MoF District/ MoF 
Region Description of Design 
Recipient: Tolko Industries Ltd., Heffley Cr. Division 

The design was completed utilizing adapted standards 
from the FIA Aquatic Restoration and Rehabilitation 
Standards.  Due to the isolated nature of the site, an 
innovative restoration design was proposed by Patricia 
Carlson, DFO Restoration Engineer for the Southern 
Interior.  The design utilized on site materials in order to 
reduce the impact to the riparian community and 
surrounding forest that had developed since the roads had 
become inactive.  Post & Brush Revetments were 
constructed after removing the culverts.  These structures 
protect the bank from erosion and supply significant 
juvenile salmonid cover. 

MOF District: Kamloops Forest District 

MOF Region: Southern Interior Forest Region 

Names/Affiliation of Registered Professionals Involved in 
the Project 

Design Engineer:  Patricia Carlson, P.Eng. (DFO) 

Project Supervisor: Shawn Clough (SFC) 

Author(s) of the Project Completion Abstract 

Shawn Clough, Ecosystem Specialist 
Secwepemc Fisheries Commission 

Description of Completed Work 274 A Halston Connector Rd., Kamloops, B.C., V2H 1J9 
Phone: (250) 828-2178, Fax: (250) 828-2756 

The project was completed within the approved fish 
construction window for Fennell Creek, with work being 
accomplished during August 10 – 14, 2004. 

Email: sclough@snfc.ca 

 

Name of Watershed / Sub-basin, & Location 
In general, construction followed the procedures and 
specifications provided by P. Carlson.  The two post & 
brush revetments were constructed solely from cottonwood 
and conifer trees collected locally.  The deadman exceeded 

Watershed – Barriere River 

Sub-basin – Fennell Creek 
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Photographs design standards, cedar stringers from the wood culverts 
that were in the road approaches were very sound and were 
24-30” in diameter.  Some locally collected rock was 
accessed for ballast, but the entire toe trench was not lined, 
rather the top and bottom of the structures were more 
heavily armoured 

 

A total of 31m of bank was protected and 80m2 of habitat 
was created by the two post and brush revetments.  In 
addition, the threat of significant sediment introduction 
due to the collapse of the wood culverts was removed 

Cost Summary 

Labour  $8,340 

Travel  $   979 

Materials $   599 

Equipment $3,349 Photo #1 - Fennel Creek Site # 5 - Before Restoration 

Total  $13,267 

 

Post-Completion Project Inspection 

Well designed and properly implemented monitoring is a 
prerequisite to determining the success or failure of 
watershed restoration.  With the expenditure of funds to 
protect and enhance salmonid habitat in Fennell Creek in 
2004, effectiveness monitoring must be undertaken to 
protect that investment.  The preliminary monitoring plan 
for Fennell Creek is considered routine monitoring 
(Gadboury & Wong 1999) and includes: 

• based on the restoration works summary and the 
protocol established by Koning et al. (1998), 
implement routine monitoring of all structures 
after one spring freshet and then subsequently 
every five years or after a 1 in 10 year flood 
event; and, 

Photo #2 - Fennel Creek Site #5 – After Restoration 

 

• undertake Gee trap and/or electrofishing surveys 
to document juvenile and adult utilization of 
habitat structures. 

The main objectives of this recommended monitoring are 
to: 

• assess whether the works are functioning as 
intended; 

• determine if the structures require remedial 
works; and, 

• evaluate the need for detailed monitoring. 

The best maintenance is dependable routine monitoring.  
By definition, routine monitoring will identify whether 
more intensive monitoring is necessary (Grilse Creek 
Report 2001). 

Photo #3 - Fennel Creek Site #5 – East Bank 
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APPENDIX 9 - PHOTOS 
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Photo #1 - site 5 east bank 

 

Photo #2 - site 5 west bank 
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Photo #3 – site 6 east bank 

 

Photo #4 – site 6 west bank 
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Photo #5 – site 5 cottonwood post installation 

 

Photo #6 – site 5 sediment control 
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Photo #7 – site 5 completed view downstream 

 

Photo #8 – site 6 completed view upstream 
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APPENDIX 10 - PROOF OF TENDERING 

Proof of Tendering included only in hard copy submitted to Tolko Industries Ltd. 
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